
novel target for antidepressant drugs
and offers a new strategy for treatment
of depression.
Taken together, GPCR heterorecep-

tor complexes and their receptor–
receptor interactions represent a new
fundamental principle in molecular
medicine for integration of transmit-
ter signals in the plasma membrane.
A novel understanding of the mole-
cular basis of CNS diseases is given
together with new strategies for their
treatment by targeting heteroreceptor
complexes based on a new pharma-
cology with combined treatment,
multi-targeted drugs and heterobiva-
lent drugs. Our perspective on the
future of research on heteroreceptor
complexes is the further development
and employment of multiple techni-
ques for use in cellular models, brain
tissue and in vivo studies to under-
stand their role in discrete brain
circuits. The advancement of the
proximity ligation assay will be of
special importance as will be the devel-
opment of selective heterobivalent com-
pounds for the heterocomplexes.
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Hippocampal
Neurogenesis and
Memory Clearance

We are constantly forgetting. For a
moment, consider what you have done
today. It might be relatively straight-
forward, for example, to recall your
journey to work. Similarly, you might
recall easily the people you encoun-
tered and conversations you had,
even with a fair degree of clarity. We
keep a good record of these ordinary,
everyday events. But what about
memories of similar, everyday activ-
ities that occurred a week ago? Or a
month or a year ago? Unless some-
thing extraordinary occurred, it is
unlikely that you can recall much of
what happened, and certainly not in
any great detail. This reflects the fact
that while we are continuously encod-
ing our experiences, the vast majority
of these encoded experiences (or
memories) are ‘cleared away’ and only
a small portion ultimately retained.
The hippocampus is thought to be
the automatic encoder, with the cortex
serving as the final repository for the
fraction of memories that are success-
fully consolidated (Wang and Morris,
2010). But how are memories cleared
from the hippocampus?
Recent work has identified one likely

clearance mechanism. In the hippo-
campus, new cells are continuously
generated in the subgranular zone of
the dentate gyrus. Most of these new
cells differentiate into granule cells and
migrate into the granule cell layer,

where, after a few weeks, they synapti-
cally integrate into the hippocampal
circuitry. There has been plenty of
interest in how these newly generated
neurons might facilitate the formation
of new memories (eg, by increasing
the mnemonic capacity or facilitating
certain types of computations carried
out by the dentate gyrus, such as
pattern separation) (Christian et al,
2014). However, as new cells integrate
into the hippocampus they necessarily
remodel existing circuitry. This remod-
eling may degrade memories already
stored in those circuits (or at least
render them difficult to access)
(Deisseroth et al, 2004; Weisz
and Argibay, 2012). We recently pro-
vided experimental support for this
prediction (Akers et al, 2014). Volun-
tary exercise increases hippocampal
neurogenesis in adult mice. We found
that running-induced increases in
neurogenesis led to forgetting of estab-
lished contextual fear and spatial
memories. While running induces a
number of physiological changes, the
forgetting effects appeared to depend
on elevated neurogenesis, since
genetically attenuating this conse-
quence of running prevented forget-
ting. Furthermore, pharmacological
(eg, memantine, fluoxetine) and genet-
ic (conditional deletion of p53 from
neural progenitors) interventions
that artificially elevate hippocampal
neurogenesis, when introduced after
training, similarly weakened existing
hippocampus-dependent memories,
suggesting that running-induced
forgetting is mediated by a neurogenic
mechanism.
There are two important implica-

tions of these findings. First, not only
do they tell us about how forgetting
normally occurs, but perhaps addition-
ally they hint at an important func-
tional consequence of ongoing
neurogenesis in the adult hippocam-
pus. Established memories interfere
with encoding of new memories,
especially when the new and estab-
lished memories are in conflict with
one another. By continuously clearing
hippocampal memories, ongoing
neurogenesis may serve to minimize
this form of proactive interference
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(Frankland et al, 2013). Second, these
findings identify a mechanism that
could be targeted in memory-related
disorders. For example, inefficient
neurogenesis-mediated clearance may
contribute to human disorders char-
acterized by problems with memory
interference (eg, in old age and Alzhei-
mer’s disease) or rumination (eg, in
PTSD and depression). Interestingly,
stress may compound these conditions
by further lowering the rates of on-
going neurogenesis.
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Translational Studies of
Sex Differences in
Sensitivity to Opioid
Addiction

The rapid escalation of opioid addic-
tion, fueled by the increased potency
and availability of prescription opioid
painkillers, has been declared an
epidemic in the US. Although opioid
addiction has historically exhibited a
substantially higher prevalence in
men, adolescent girls are now abusing
opioids at a higher rate than boys, the
prevalence of fatal opioid overdoses
has increased at a higher rate among
women relative to men, and women
are more likely to use opioids to
manage stress. This commentary high-
lights three examples of recent
advancements and ongoing challenges
in translational studies of sex differ-
ences in sensitivity to the addictive
properties of mu opioid receptor
(MOR) agonists such as morphine,
oxycodone and heroin.
One recent advancement in mechan-

istic understanding of these sex
differences is the finding in ex vivo
hippocampal slice preparations that a
form of MOR-dependent cellular learn-
ing is dramatically enhanced in proes-
trous female rats, when 17-β estradiol
levels are at their peak (Harte-Hargrove
et al, 2015). This female-specific,
estradiol-dependent lowering of thresh-
olds for synaptic plasticity may explain,
in part, why female rats with high
estradiol levels acquire opioid self-
administration behavior more rapidly
than males (Roth et al, 2002). Although
these findings mirror the observed
‘telescoping’ course of illness in women
relative to men—characterized by a
more rapid progression from initiation
of opioid use to an opioid use
disorder—there is not direct clinical
evidence that estradiol contributes to
the telescoping effect.
In a second example, a mouse model

of the human MOR A118G SNP
replicates many of the phenomena
observed in human variants, including
reduced morphine analgesia in G allele
carriers. But detailed studies of the

mouse model also demonstrate that
G/G females are significantly less sensi-
tive than A/A females to morphine
reward and withdrawal-induced nega-
tive affective states, whereas males
exhibit similar responses to morphine
regardless of allele status (Mague et al,
2009). These types of sex by gene
interactions, which can have profound
effects on addiction risk, are an im-
portant future direction in human
association studies.
As a final example, recent preclinical

findings report that female rats are
more sensitive than males to the stress
peptide corticotropin releasing factor
(CRF) in neural circuits that mediate
opioid withdrawal-induced negative
affective states (Valentino et al, 2013).
Specifically, CRF-mediated internaliza-
tion of CRF type 1 receptors is less
efficient in females compared with
males such that females have more
CRF receptors available for activation
in response to stress. Although this
type of mechanism could explain why
women are more likely than men to
use opioids to self-medicate stress and
anxiety (McHugh et al, 2013), there are
no published clinical trials testing the
efficacy of CRF antagonists in female
opioid addicts.
Substantial sex differences exist

across all substances of abuse and in
almost every facet of substance use
disorders (Greenfield et al, 2010).
Recent mandates from funding and
regulatory organizations (eg, NIH and
FDA) requiring researchers to consider
both sexes in their studies will certainly
advance our understanding of these sex
differences. However, translation from
preclinical to clinical research often
results in an apparent attenuation of
effects, as highly controlled studies in
simple systems can fail to match
clinical findings from complex human
samples. As such, it is essential to
examine not only main effects of sex
on behavioral endpoints, but also
potential mechanistic differences that
may vary between and within the
sexes. Translational approaches
designed with the power to identify
these complex interactions are the
most likely to lead to optimal
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